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Cast of Characters

American Shark: Patriot and hero

Angel Fish: Sidekick and love interest to

American Shark

Slutty Dolphin: Sidekick of American Shark.

Slutty tech expert.

The Tunabomber: American Shark’s arch

nemesis, stands for all

terroristic evil under the

sea

Jesus Christ: The president of the United

States of America. He

selected American Shark and

gave him powers

Master Betta: A wise old sensei fish who

is well versed in the ways of

combat. Leader of a dojo

The Manly Rainbow Fish: A demonstratively masculine

fish who is always assumed

to be a woman because of his

colorful exterior. Discovered

American Shark

Mike: The Pregnant Male

Seahorse:

A whiny, complaining male

seahorse heavy with child.

Discovered American Shark.

Mahmoud Ahmadine-cod: Henchman to The Tunabomber.

Member of Al-Coda

Mammour Cod-dafi: Henchman to The Tunabomber.

Member of Al-Coda

Osama Fin Cod-en: Henchman to The Tunabomber.

Member of Al-Coda

Scene

Under the sea

Time

In a not-so-distant future overrun by rampant under sea

terrorism and a blatant disregard for the American way.





2.

THE MIDDLE

1.) The theme song

While the song is being performed, there should be

a montage featuring American Shark chasing various

enemies. One could be an atheist with a sign that

has a shark with legs that says, ’EVOLUTION’ on

it. Another could be a telemarketer with a douchey

bluetooth, or it could just be a douche with a

bluetooth. There could be a hippie or a teacher or

a french man or a ballerina or really anything.

Then there could be a typical Middle Eastern

terrorist, a neo-Nazi looking fellow. We’ll figure

it out. There just needs to be a montage to kind

of show American Shark’s politics right from the

get go.

2.) The hero dies

Lights up on American Shark locked in fierce

combat with The Tunabomber. Angel Fish lingers on

the outskirts of the confrontation, she’s wary.

THE TUNABOMBER

American Shark. The currents have brought us together

again.

AMERICAN SHARK

Shouldn’t you be picking litter out of coral reefs,

Tunabomber?

THE TUNABOMBER

In the two years since we last met, I’ve been forced

to... change my tactics

AMERICAN SHARK

You got no chance, Tuna. I’m gonna bite your tail.

THE TUNABOMBER

A mutual acquaintance has informed me of a chink in

your exoskeleton.

ANGEL FISH

Be careful.

AMERICAN SHARK

Shut up, babe, I got this. I don’t have any weaknesses,

Tuna, I’m an American.

(CONTINUED)
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Begin epic fight scene. They are just slapping and

bouncing off each other like how fish might fight,

but there is epic music and lights. When

Tunabomber gets close to Angel Fish he disengages

from American Shark and traps her. He threatens

her with a big comical hook.

THE TUNABOMBER

I’ve clubbed your Achilles Seal.

ANGEL FISH

Get your filthy fins off me!

American Shark freezes and stares at The

Tunabomber holding Angel Fish

THE TUNABOMBER

Give yourself up, Shark.

American Shark is seething.

AMERICAN SHARK

Trying to bait me, Tunabomber? Cast her here and I’ll

let you swim away.

ANGEL FISH

Can him, American Shark.

THE TUNABOMBER

Your self indulgent, hedonistic, arrogant nation exists

without regard for the damage it does. You must pay for

America’s egregious crimes.

AMERICAN SHARK

Blah, blah, blah I’ve heard it all before. Haters to

the starboard, bitch.

She bites the Tunabomber. He yanks her hair back

and puts the hook to her cheek.

THE TUNABOMBER

You’ve got American stubbornness. I’ll enjoy putting

the hook in you.

ANGEL FISH

Fuck you. I’m not afraid of you or your hook.

AMERICAN SHARK

You tell him, Angel.

THE TUNABOMBER

Come with me and I’ll let her live.

(CONTINUED)
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ANGEL FISH

We don’t negotiate with terrorists, Tunabomber.

THE TUNABOMBER

Americans are the terrorists. I’m paying the ocean a

boon.

He pushes the hook into Angel’s cheek. She

screams. American Shark tenses

AMERICAN SHARK

Here’s two boons for you: BOON...BOON

American Shark flexes on each boon. He then

charges the Tunabomber. Tunabomber puts the hook

in Angel Fish. She falls. Lights and music

indicate that she died.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

ANGELLLLLLL!

THE TUNABOMBER

Am I just a barnacle hugger now, American Shark?!

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m gonna filet your fuckin gills.

American Shark charges The Tunabomber. He

sidesteps and fells American Shark with a hit to

the gut. American Shark is on his knees. The air

is briefly knocked out of his gills. The

Tunabomber raises up to kill him

THE TUNABOMBER

Time to wake up from your American wet dream!

The Tunabomber clobbers American Shark. Lights

down on the apparently dead American Shark.

3.) The misfits save the hero

Rainbow Fish struggles onstage with a pregnant

Mike on his shoulders. They are unaware of the

incapacitated American Shark.

MIKE

Not as easy as it looks, huh?

RAINBOW FISH

Unnhgh...you’re right...it’s even easier.

(CONTINUED)
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MIKE

Oh yeah?! Well let’s just see how you feel in womb

position! Watch the gut!

Mike squirms around until he’s straddling Rainbow

Fish, holding onto his neck with both legs

sticking out at odd angles. Their faces are very

close.

RAINBOW FISH

... I’d bet you a million sand dollars that this

doesn’t even feel anything like paternal pregnancy.

MIKE

That’s true...I forgot about the kicking!

Mike begins to kick his legs, sending Rainbow Fish

careening around the stage.

RAINBOW FISH

Owwwowowoww... ok. I get it. All I was saying before

all of this swim-a-mile-in-another-fishes-scales

bullshark was that being a Rainbow Fish is-

MIKE

You don’t even want to know what the cravings are like-

RAINBOW FISH

Let me finish! Being a fish of colors is a lot harder

in today’s oceans than being a pregnant dad.

Mike pries himself off of Rainbow Fish, crosses

his arms, and give Rainbow Fish a long stare.

MIKE

I think you look cute, like a baby puffer fish.

Rainbow Fish flexes, feels his muscles and starts

doing fish push ups

MIKE (cont’d)

You won’t find your porpoise with your face on the

ocean floor.

RAINBOW FISH

If I haven’t found my porpoise by now, I never will.

MIKE

Master thinks differently.

He quotes Master Betta

(CONTINUED)
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MIKE (cont’d)

’Go on your spirit quest to find your porpoise.’ Yeah,

bullshark!

Rainbow stops his push ups. He rolls over

RAINBOW FISH

You don’t think we all have a porpoise?

Mike sits down on American Shark

MIKE

Such a baby puffer fish...

Rainbow looks up at American Shark while Mike

fiddles with American Shark

MIKE (cont’d)

Hey! This rock has gills.

They pause and consider this then Rainbow hops up

really fast. Mike struggles to get up.

RAINBOW FISH

Shark! Shark! Shark!

Pandemonium ensues. American Shark remains

motionless, but Mike and Rainbow Fish run around

the stage like crazy. Think when someone makes a

mistake in Yee-Haw. By the end, Mike is on Rainbow

Fish’s shoulders.

MIKE

What do we do?

Rainbow Fish puts his finger to his mouth to quiet

Mike. Rainbow Fish sets Mike down then tiptoes to

American Shark and mimes bashing him over the head

with a rock. Mike shakes his head, pulls him back

and then mimes putting a hook on a line and

casting it toward American Shark like he’s

fishing, then reeling him in. Rainbow Fish

vehemently shakes his head, pulls Mike back and

mimes loading a harpoon cannon and firing it at

him. Mike whispers, but eventually his and Rainbow

Fish’s voices become shouts.

MIKE

Where in the sea are we gonna get a harpoon cannon?

RAINBOW FISH

I don’t know! Where are we gonna get a hook and rod?

(CONTINUED)
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MIKE

I don’t know! How do you plan on lifting a rock that

big?

RAINBOW FISH

Oh here we go again!

Mike is full on shouting

MIKE

Calm down Roy G. Bitch. You’re gonna wake him up-

RAINBOW FISH

Shhh!

MIKE

Oh no! What are we gonna do?!

RAINBOW FISH

Get behind me. When he charges us to devour our tender

delectable bodies, I’ll punch him in the nose.

Mike runs behind Rainbow Fish. They both close

their eyes.

MIKE

Ok. Brace yourself.

They freeze in a frightened, quasi-protective pose

with their eyes closed. After a moment, Rainbow

Fish opens one eye.

RAINBOW FISH

I think he’s dead.

MIKE

You’re as slow as a sea turtle. He’s tricking us!

Rainbow Fish inspects American Shark.

RAINBOW FISH

He’s beat up pretty bad. We need to get him some help.

MIKE

What? Are you serious?!

RAINBOW FISH

We have to take him to Master. He’ll know what to do.

MIKE

You want to take a shark into our cove?!

(CONTINUED)
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RAINBOW FISH

If we save his life, there’s no way he’d eat us. He’d

probably wanna be our shark friend. What could be

better? A shark friend. Think about it for a second.

Give me a fin.

MIKE

Seriously? Are you a blind angler fish? I’m not bending

over to touch... that.

They stare at each other for a beat then Rainbow

Fish grabs American Shark

RAINBOW FISH

Oomf. Fine. I’ll take him... He’s so heavy.

MIKE

C’mon. We’re in the water. He can’t be that bad.

Mike leads Rainbow Fish, who has American Shark in

tow, off the stage. From the opposite side of the

stage, The Tunabomber and Osama Fin Cod-en enter.

4.) The enemy revealed

THE TUNABOMBER

Osama fin Cod-en. Its time.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

With the Shark still swimming?

THE TUNABOMBER

He is no longer a concern.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Boss! Did you-?

THE TUNABOMBER

He has been eliminated.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I’m getting krills. Where’s his body?

THE TUNABOMBER

At the bottom of the sea, where no American can

enshrine it.

They awkwardly exchange looks. It’s funny because

it’s like Osama bin Laden.

THE TUNABOMBER

Where are Mahmoud and Mammour?

(CONTINUED)
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

They should have been here an hour ago.

A loud argument is now apparent. Mammour and

Mahmoud come onto stage oblivious to the other

terrorists and continue shouting. Tunabomber,

exasperated, rubs his eyes

THE TUNABOMBER

Coddammit

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Fuck you in the gills. I see them all the time.

Swimming! They’re fish!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

I’m telling you, Dolphins are mammals

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Dolphins? You’re telling me a dolphin is a mammal? It

has fins! Fins!

THE TUNABOMBER

Shut up before I bubble fuck you!

THE TUNABOMBER (cont’d)

Now are you ready to start this meeting like a cell of

civilized terrorists?

AL-CODA

Yes!

The cod line up and take turns stepping forward to

introduce themselves. As each steps forward, they

put their right fin into a pile.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Mammour Cod-Dafi!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Osama Fin Cod-en!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Mahmoud Ahmadine-Cod!

THE TUNABOMBER

The Tunabomber!

AL-CODA

Al-Coda!

They send their fins up like a team after the

break of a huddle

(CONTINUED)
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THE TUNABOMBER

Reports!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

All bombs stockpiled and accounted for.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Ready for, er, whatever we’re gonna blow up!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Yeah. We’ve got enough bombs to blow up half the

coddamn American coast.

THE TUNABOMBER

Present the prototype.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Yeah!

Mahmoud and Mammour show that they have attached

the bombs to themselves.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR (cont’d)

Bombs!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

The bombs aren’t supposed to be on you! Did you even

try to recruit other fish to wear them?!

She bonks their heads together

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

We did!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

But...

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Crab snapped at me!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Squid rolled it’s eye.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Piranha chewed me out.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Grouper wanted to be left alone

THE TUNABOMBER

The fish for this mission is even dumber than those, if

you can believe that’s possible.

(CONTINUED)
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You mean sea bass?!

THE TUNABOMBER

Exactly. In one week’s time, America will be submerged

by...

They wait eagerly

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

What?

The Tunabomber is pissed because his big reveal is

ruined. He ignores it and continues

THE TUNABOMBER

AMERICA WILL BE SUBMERGED BY...

Osama whispers under her breath and The Tunabomber

recognizes what she is saying it.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Weapons of-

The Tunabomber clamps his hands over Osama’s

mouth.

THE TUNABOMBER

...WEAPONS OF BASS DESTRUCTION

He lets her go. Mahmoud and Mammour mouth it as he

says it.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Weapons of bass destruction!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

WBDs!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

So dangerous!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

So deadly!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

So sexy!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

So soon?

(CONTINUED)
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THE TUNABOMBER

So what? You think that the Americans don’t have

WEAPONS OF BASS DESTRUCTION of their own? The waters

aren’t deep enough to escape American tyranny. As long

as one fish is still afraid, we are justified.

He turns to the audience

THE TUNABOMBER

America! Your protector is no longer swimming with the

fishes and you’ll be next!

The Tunabomber turns away but then quickly faces

the audience again.

THE TUNABOMBER (cont’d)

WEAPONS OF BASS DESTRUCTION.

The lights go down. Exunt.

5.) The team loses its hero

Lights up on Slutty Dolphin sitting by herself

pushing up her boobs. Real hot. She hears a poof

sound and looks up.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Mr. President?

She gets up and peers out the door. Jesus appears

on the other side of the stage and walks up behind

her.

JESUS

Boo

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus Christ!

JESUS

Never in vain

Jesus gives her a light smack

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

You disappear for three days without telling me

anything! I thought you were dead!

JESUS

Not anymore

Slutty Dolphin is pissed. She turns away from

Jesus.

(CONTINUED)
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JESUS (cont’d)

What’s the scuttlebutt?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’ve been getting reports that there are bombs being

stockpiled in Devil’s Hole, more than we’ve ever seen

before. My probes sent back the figures. There’s

approximately 5,000 Type 80 IEDs and they weigh 1.3

American pounds per unit. American Shark and Angel Fish

are checking it out now.

JESUS

Any idea who’s stockpiling them?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Information like that requires more seduction. A

lionfish only talks so much for what you’ll let me do.

Maybe I could try dorsal pleasures-

JESUS

No Slutty Dolphin.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What about if I use my nose to-

JESUS

I only have so much forgiveness power in me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus! I just want to help! If America benefits from a

Rear Admiral, shouldn’t it be fair game?

JESUS

Only in a state of national emergency

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Like if those bombs were ever deployed?

JESUS

Well, we’d ALL be fucked then, but it’s nothing

American Shark can’t take care of.

Angel Fish stumbles into the room. She is injured,

but can walk.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

ANGEL! What happened to you?

Slutty Dolphin runs over, grabs and embraces her.

Jesus is excited, sexually.

(CONTINUED)
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ANGEL FISH

It’s a flesh wound. The hook missed my gills.

Slutty Dolphin is looking all over Angel Fish

checking her for further injuries until Angel

pushes her away. Jesus isn’t excited anymore,

sexually.

JESUS

I can heal that- Where the hell is American Shark?

ANGEL FISH

American Shark is dead.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What?!

JESUS

We had supper plans...

ANGEL FISH

The Tunabomber’s back.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

That fish always flapping his gills about litter?

JESUS

Like a burrito that turns into a massive shit, he’s

become something more than he once was.

ANGEL FISH

This is no time for fuckin parables! Didn’t you hear

me? American Shark is dead and that’s just the tip of

the iceberg. He wants to kill America!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus! Do you think this could have anything to do with

the bombs!?

ANGEL FISH

That bastard! He’s the one who’s been stuffing Devil’s

Hole.

JESUS

It seems we underestimated The Tunabomber.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

We can’t beat him without American Shark- Oh shit. I

have to breathe.

Slutty Dolphin exits.

(CONTINUED)
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ANGEL FISH

He used me, Jesus. He used me to kill American Shark.

I’m going to tear the scales from him one by one.

JESUS

You must use forgiveness and turn the other cheek,

Angel Fish.

ANGEL FISH

Are you kidding me right now?

JESUS

We could bring down fuckin fire and brimstone, but if

American Shark couldn’t beat him, there’s no way you’ll

be able to. You’re a girl.

ANGEL FISH

American Shark thought I died and he was distracted.

I’m not gonna have the same problem.

JESUS

Don’t let your emotions cloud your judgment. Love is a

dangerous thing.

ANGEL FISH

I don’t- American Shark was my teammate! I’m just-

JESUS

All I’m saying is don’t get too attached. And stop

crying. It makes you look really ugly.

ANGEL FISH

I never look ugly and I’m not crying. The ocean washed

away all my tears.

They hear dolphin noises in the distance. It’s

like KEKEKEKEKEKE

JESUS

Goddamn it, Slutty Dolphin! Can’t you put your sonar on

silent?

Slutty Dolphin runs back on stage

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I just got a report. There’s about 5,000 bass gathered

at Devil’s Hole.

JESUS

5,000? Is there a fuckin Lance Bass concert going on?

(CONTINUED)
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Bass love Lance Bass

JESUS

They hear about concert tickets and just buy buy buy

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Then all of them swim in sync to his music!

ANGEL FISH

Dumb basses

JESUS

Ha. Bass...

ANGEL FISH

We can’t get off on another Lance Bass riff

JESUS

I got one more. Gimme a sec.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What are we gonna do without American Shark?

ANGEL FISH

The same thing we’d do with him: catch the Tunabomber.

JESUS

Like a crack whore on Christmas we must pay special

attention to the Tunabomber.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’ll collect more intel, but when we find the

Tunabomber. One of us will have to fight him.

ANGEL FISH

It’s gonna be me.

JESUS

It’s gonna be may.

ANGEL FISH

Jesus! This is serious. American Shark’s death is

tearing up my heart.

JESUS

Ha!

ANGEL FISH

Fuck you, Jesus

Angel Fish exits

(CONTINUED)
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

She loves him.

JESUS

I know.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What’s it like? Love?

JESUS

Huh? I dunno. I prefer the company of hookers.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Oh.

JESUS

Like a guy in a gas station bathroom who sees a glory

hole in the wall and throws caution to the wind as he

slides his erect member inside, we have to put our

faith in love. Angel Fish’s love for American Shark may

be the only thing that gets us through this.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Do you love me?

Jesus laughs then exits. Slutty Dolphin looks

distraught and does something sexy long enough for

Jesus to change into his Master Betta costume.

6.) The misfits revive the hero

Mike and Rainbow Fish, who is still supporting

American Shark, arrive at their home and are

greeted by Master Betta who is practicing his

martial arts. His fingers and thumb on both fins

are in the shape of an ’O’ and he is quickly

moving them back and forth in a quasi-punchlike

motion.

MASTER BETTA

Ha! Hwa! Hwa!

MIKE

Master Betta!

Betta continues to train

MIKE (cont’d)

Master Betta!

Still training

(CONTINUED)
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MIKE (cont’d)

MASTER BETTA!

MASTER BETTA

WHAT?!

MIKE

We’re back

MASTER BETTA

I’ve told you a million times. Huff huff. Never

interrupt before I finish. Huff huff. Awww yeah!

He finishes his training with a hurried barrage of

punches. He sprays a water bottle all over his

face a la semen and then proceeds to wipe it off

with a towel.

RAINBOW FISH

Oomf.

He throws American Shark on the ground

MASTER BETTA

What’s with the shark?

MIKE

My flamboyant partner is on a chivalry kick.

Rainbow Fish glares at Mike as he exits.

RAINBOW FISH

He’s in bad shape, Master. I wasn’t going to leave him

out there to be eaten by... well, sharks.

Master Betta moves to American Shark and makes a

big display of checking his vitals.

MASTER BETTA

This isn’t good. He needs some special ointment and

quick.

Master Betta turns his back to the audience and

faces a table. He starts making an ointment, but

it looks like he’s masturbating. He turns back to

American Shark and starts applying it.

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Does he have any identification?

Both of them make a show of searching him. They

search but find nothing. Rainbow Fish is really

aggressive in his help to Master Betta.

(CONTINUED)
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RAINBOW FISH

Nothing. He’s a big shark. I’d hate to see the thing

that did this to him.

Mike returns. He burps and wipes his mouth with

what looks like a tattered piece of an American

flag.

RAINBOW FISH (cont’d)

Where’d you get that?

MIKE

The kelp? I’m not telling. Plus, I hid it... And I

licked it.

RAINBOW FISH

Not the kelp. Where’d you get that?

He points to the flag

MIKE

Oh this? I found it in that shark’s pocket. It’s like a

handkerchief or something.

Master Betta is extremely startled. He rushes over

and grabs the flag then examines it

MASTER BETTA

What?! This is worse than I thought. Get him inside.

RAINBOW FISH

What’s wrong? Do you know who he is?

MIKE

Is he a celebrity?

MASTER BETTA

If this Shark gets rubbed out, a lot of lives are in

danger.

RAINBOW FISH

Really? All sharks are pretty much the same to me.

MIKE

Pssh. What do you know about sharks?

RAINBOW FISH

A lot! I’m gonna have a shark friend aren’t I?

MIKE

Yeah if he doesn’t eat you!

(CONTINUED)
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RAINBOW FISH

He won’t eat me! I saved him.

MIKE

C’mon. Sharks don’t care about that stuff. Sharks are

so dumb, they make sea urchins seem like cephalopods.

They have to keep swimming while they sleep so they

don’t forget how. A Shark can’t even move it’s tail

very much because....

American Shark stirs. Master Betta steps back.

Rainbow Fish hops back.

MIKE (cont’d)

...because it’s too far away from it’s dumb brain!

American Shark is sitting up staring at Mike’s

back.

AMERICAN SHARK

What the fuck did you say?

Mike screams and jumps into Rainbow Fish’s arms

MIKE

Don’t eat me! Eat him! Look how pretty and meaty he

looks.

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m not going to eat anyone.

MIKE

Oh. Good. In that case, I didn’t just pee a little.

RAINBOW FISH

Are you ok?

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m fine and I’m leaving

American Shark tries to get up but he’s too

injured.

MASTER BETTA

Not yet, American Shark.

RAINBOW FISH

What?! American Shark!

MIKE

No way! You’re yankin my tail.

(CONTINUED)
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AMERICAN SHARK

Ha. Pretty good, old fish. You’ve seen me before?

MASTER BETTA

No, but I’ve felt your power before. What do you know

about Ronald Reagan?

AMERICAN SHARK

Ronald Reagan? He’s the greatest American to ever live.

He lives on as the spirit of the American people.

That’s the myth, at least.

RAINBOW FISH

No way! My shark friend really is American Shark.

MIKE

Waves above! American Shark is a myth! Just a story for

fries!

AMERICAN SHARK

The actions of me and my team are kept confidential,

but I’m as real as you or that rainbow fish there.

RAINBOW FISH

He knows my name!

MASTER BETTA

I apologize for my pupils, American Shark. I am Master

Betta, this is Mike the Pregnant Male Seahorse and

Rainbow Fish.

Mike flips his hand in acknowledgment. Rainbow

Fish gives a deep bow.

AMERICAN SHARK

I don’t care what your names are. Knowing me is a death

sentence.

MIKE

Probably not as much as being you. What in the sea beat

the chum out of you so bad?

RAINBOW FISH

Yeah American Shark, if I hadn’t saved you, you would

have died.

AMERICAN SHARK

You should have let me do just that. I didn’t deserve

to be saved.

MASTER BETTA

Boo hoo, American Shark. They did save you though and

you’re not going to waste that by going and getting

killed for real.

(CONTINUED)
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AMERICAN SHARK

The Tunabomber is out there hunting down the rest of my

team. I have to stop him.

MIKE

The Tunabomber?

RAINBOW FISH

Sounds tough.

MASTER BETTA

You aren’t strong enough to face The Tunabomber again.

You will remain in the dojo and train until you’re

ready.

MIKE

What?! Is that a good idea!

RAINBOW FISH

Of course it is!

MIKE

I’m not gonna be his sparring partner.

RAINBOW FISH

You can teach us all you know about undersea combat!

AMERICAN SHARK

You’re crazy, old fish. I’ve forgotten more about

fighting than you’ll ever know.

MASTER BETTA

Stupid fish. Why do you think I asked you what you knew

about Reagan?

AMERICAN SHARK

You were testing me. You didn’t think I was American

Shark.

MASTER BETTA

Wrong! I was asking you because I feel his power in

you!

MIKE & RAINBOW FISH

In him?!

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m American Shark, of course I’d be full of American

spirit.

MASTER BETTA

You’re more than just full of it. You can channel it.

And even more than that, you can channel Ronald Reagan

himself.
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MIKE & RAINBOW FISH

Channel him?!

RAINBOW FISH

He’s strong enough to channel?!

MIKE

And to channel Ronald Reagan?!

MASTER BETTA

Out! This isn’t for your fish ears!

Rainbow Fish and Mike reluctantly exit.

AMERICAN SHARK

I can channel Ronald Reagan? How in the sea do you know

so much about it?

MASTER BETTA

Because I was once Ronald Reagan’s betta fish and,

after he got Alzheimer’s, his chief of staff. I

survived numerous battles with other betta fish and

made many policy decisions to emerge as the strongest,

so he taught me everything he knew about channeling.

AMERICAN SHARK

Channeling the American spirit will make me stronger?

MASTER BETTA

As strong as Reagan himself, you know, before he got

ALzheimer’s.

AMERICAN SHARK

Teach me.

Lights down

7.) The enemy plots

Lights up on Al-Coda standing in the line they

were in for their introduction while The

Tunabomber paces back and forth in front of them.

He isn’t facing them but instead seemingly talking

to the air.

THE TUNABOMBER

Since the country’s beginning, Americans have been

fucking up the ocean. It must end.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

They hunt our kind to extinction.
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MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

They lock us up and force us to breed.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

They drag their fat asses into the ocean and pee

everywhere.

THE TUNABOMBER

For my entire life, I have been tormented by Americans;

forced an orphan because of their waste and ignorance.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

That evil can’t go unpunished.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Right!

Mahmoud and Mammour immediately look confused

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Wait. Boss?

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Shouldn’t we just bomb American parents then?!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

All Americans must pay

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

But America made you an orphan, it didn’t kill you.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Why kill the fries?

THE TUNABOMBER

Everyday, I wake up and wish America had killed me. I

wish i had been tangled in that six-pack ring with my

parents.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Sir! I didn’t even- Not with a six-pack ring?!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

I heard one six-pack ring took out an entire gam of

blue whales

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

And, just last week, a couple six-pack rings killed a

massive smack of jellyfish.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

What about the six-pack ring that devastated that fever

of stingrays? Even the babies.
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THE TUNABOMBER

Gams, smacks and fevers aside. The greatest damage a

six-pack ring can do is to a family.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

America will pay soon for all her injustices.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

They’ll all pay!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

And with more than just sand dollars!

THE TUNABOMBER

Make ready the final preparations. There’s not much

time. The shark’s team will be seeking revenge soon

enough.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Yes sir!

Mammour and Mahmoud exit

THE TUNABOMBER

Osama, I need you as close to me as a remora fish is to

a sting ray for this plan to work.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Sir, I’ll willingly suck all the bacteria off of you

She goes to his chest and proceeds to suck the

bacteria off him. The Tunabomber starts giggling

and fidgeting.

THE TUNABOMBER

Hahaha. Stop it. Seriously. STOP IT! I was using a

metaphor! Don’t be so coddamn literal.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

We’re in the oceanic zone

THE TUNABOMBER

I said ’literal’ not ’littoral’.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Oh! I’m sorry. I know there’s no room in your Canifesto

for misinterpretations.

THE TUNABOMBER

True. My Tunabomber Canifesto only has one point. Kill

America and everything that it stands for. Nothing else

matters.

Lights down
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8.) The team makes a plan

Angel Fish and Slutty Dolphin both sit. They look

despondent.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

It’s no use. I’ve seduced every fish for leagues around

and none of them know why The Tunabomber is stockpiling

those bombs.

ANGEL FISH

Have you found his location yet?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

No. He hasn’t been heard from in weeks.

ANGEL FISH

Dammit! He’s out there and he’s planning something with

those bombs!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’ve got probes trained to The Tunabomber’s heat

signature making rounds by Devil’s Hole, but they

haven’t picked up anything yet.

ANGEL FISH

Are those bass still there?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Yeah. They move to eat, but that’s it.

ANGEL FISH

Fuckin bass.

They both look down. They know what needs to come

next, but both are hesitant to address it.

ANGEL FISH (cont’d)

We need to go on the offensive.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I was afraid you’d say that.

ANGEL FISH

We need to penetrate the Devil’s Hole and deactivate

those bombs. We have to make The Tunabomber show

himself.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

But without American Shark...
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ANGEL FISH

We’ll be fine. I know what it takes to lead this team,

Slutty Dolphin.

Jesus enters

JESUS

Bad news, ladyfish. Those bass aren’t filling the

Devil’s Hole for a Lance Bass concert.

ANGEL FISH

Why would that many bass swim together if not for a

Lance Bass concert?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Bass aren’t smart enough to know anything but swimming

and Lance Bass.

JESUS

That’s the problem. They’ve been hired to swim by The

Tunabomber.

ANGEL FISH

No! If he puts those bombs on the bass...

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

...he could send them anywhere he wanted.

ANGEL FISH

Jesus! He’s targeting America.

JESUS

Like a rich man who owns many slaves, who he uses as

suicidal missles of death, The Tunabomber is one

dangerous fuck.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

With that many bombs, he could destroy half the coast.

JESUS

We have less time than we thought.

Jesus turns to run off.

ANGEL FISH

Where are you going Jesus?

JESUS

I’ve gotta take a holy shit. I have faith in you two

though, like a whore who doesn’t make her clients pay

up front, I have faith.

Jesus exits
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

We need American Shark. We can’t do this alone!

Angel Fish slaps Slutty Dolphin. Jesus pokes his

head back in and watches, lustfully

ANGEL FISH

American Shark is dead! We can do this! Remember what

American Shark always said about how he thought of

America?

Slutty Dolphin nods

ANGEL FISH (cont’d)

Then take a deep breath because we’re about to do

something great. We’ll save the country and avenge

American Shark’s death. We may die, but I swear to you,

the bubbles won’t leave my gills until I see that The

Tunabomber and every one of those bass is dying with

me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

How are you so brave, Angel Fish?

ANGEL FISH

I learned it from American Shark.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

He made you decent and, in return, you made him so, so

happy.

ANGEL FISH

I did?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

He loved you, Angel Fish. You were each other’s

porpoise.

A single tear slowly creeps down Angel Fish’s

face. No one can see this though, because they’re

in the ocean.

ANGEL FISH

Thank you, Slutty Dolphin.

Slutty Dolphin slaps Angel Fish

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

You’re welcome, never fuckin slap me again.

They pause with a ton of sexual tension. Jesus’

arousal causes him to speak out
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JESUS

Are you guys going to make out?

They both look at Jesus. They’re surprised and

then they kiss. Lights down.

9.) The hero learns his power

Lights up on American Shark standing between Mike

and Rainbow Fish. They are moving their fins in

the closed ’O’ pattern that Master Betta was using

earlier. Master Betta is shouting out forms and

they are assuming them.

MASTER BETTA

Bubble ring!

The fish make a circle with both fins

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Flying fish!

The fish send both arms back like they’re flying

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Pebble catch!

The fish cup one fin and slowly move the other fin

up and down over it

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Jellyfish stingers!

The fish rapidly move their fins like they’re

touching everyone of a jellyfish’s stingers

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Jet stream!

The fish rapidly move their fins up and down. They

do this until exhaustion and stop.

MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

Good. American Shark, it’s time for channeling.

AMERICAN SHARK

Again? It doesn’t work.

MASTER BETTA

You have the power. You must learn to control it.
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AMERICAN SHARK

I don’t have it in me.

MASTER BETTA

You’re too angry. Anger makes only the weakest channel.

Begin your forms and don’t be so angry.

American Shark looks pissed but starts his forms,

which consist of, essentially, masturbation dance

techniques.

MIKE

He still looks angry.

RAINBOW FISH

Let me help him! He’s my Shark friend!

MIKE

You can’t even channel!

RAINBOW FISH

Not yet! I’ll be powerful enough one day!

MIKE

Shoot for the surface. What are you gonna do until

then, though?

RAINBOW FISH

I don’t know! Something!

MASTER BETTA

Unless you teach him love, there’s nothing you can do

for him.

RAINBOW FISH

I could try to teach him love.

MIKE

Look at my brood sack. Love sucks.

MASTER BETTA

It will be hard for American Shark. He’s never known

love.

The lights flicker and an explosion is heard. They

all whip their heads to look at American Shark who

is standing, confused.

MIKE

What was that?!
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RAINBOW FISH

American Shark channeled!

MASTER BETTA

You channeled him. American Shark! You overcame your

anger.

AMERICAN SHARK

I have known love.

MASTER BETTA

Who is she?

MIKE

Or he.

RAINBOW FISH

It’s American Shark. It’s a she.

AMERICAN SHARK

I don’t want to talk about her.

RAINBOW FISH

Knew it.

MIKE

What happened?

AMERICAN SHARK

She’s gone.

MASTER BETTA

American Shark. If you can think of her, you will be

able to harness the power of your channel. Love makes

for the strongest flow.

RAINBOW FISH

Tell us about her! How’d you meet?

MIKE

Did you rescue her?

RAINBOW FISH

Was she a shark?

MIKE

Did she love you back?

RAINBOW FISH

Was she cute?
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MASTER BETTA

Tell us about her. It will help your channel.

AMERICAN SHARK

I met her when I was in jail.

RAINBOW FISH

It’s one of those stories?

MIKE

I knew it.

AMERICAN SHARK

The story starts with the fish who would eventually

kill her...

Lights down as American Shark starts his story.
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THE BEGINNING

10.) The hero is born

Lights up on American Shark lying down staring up

at the ceiling in a jail cell. He is in fin cuffs.

The door opens and a screaming Tunabomber is

brought in by a guard.

THE TUNABOMBER

This is madness! You can’t arrest me for protesting!

I’m trying to protect the ocean! This litter isn’t

going away anytime soon!

He slumps down on the ground. Exhausted. He

doesn’t notice American Shark.

AMERICAN SHARK

The police fish are like a force of nature. Might as

well try stopping a whale from lettin off 300 gallons

of sperm a day.

THE TUNABOMBER

Sounds like you’re familiar with...both those things.

AMERICAN SHARK

Fuck yeah I am

THE TUNABOMBER

My name is THE TUNABOMBER. I protect the sea from those

who seek to harm her. Mainly through guerilla fish

tactics.

The Tunabomber extends his fin. American Shark

looks at it. He slowly indicates he’s in fin cuffs

but nods his head.

AMERICAN SHARK

Shark. Just shark.

Osama slams open the door and grabs The Tunabomber

by the scruff of the neck, starts dragging him out

and laughs mockingly when he says his name

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You got a visitor, Shark. C’mon Tunabomber, it’s the

interrogation cave for you.

Jesus enters

JESUS

How’s it going?
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He extends his fin to shake American Shark’s but

American Shark indicates he is in fin cuffs and

can’t move his arms. He is annoyed because he just

did this.

JESUS (cont’d)

BOOM!

Jesus makes a show with his arms then points at

American Shark who can move his fins. Jesus

destroyed the fincuffs. American Shark starts

rubbing his wrists and warily considers Jesus.

AMERICAN SHARK

Nice trick

JESUS

I’ve got a lot of them. If you really want to see some

crazy shit, get me drunk enough and I’ll turn the ocean

into wine. It’ll blow your fucking mind.

AMERICAN SHARK

What do you want with me?

Jesus throws a file on the table

JESUS

America’s Shark. Former Sea World trick shark released

into the ocean due to overly aggressive behavior.

Incarcerated seven times in the past month for various

brawls. Admitted with one possession: a tattered

American flag.

Jesus pulls a dirty looking rag out of his pocket

that obviously came off an American flag.

AMERICAN SHARK

Gimme that!

American Shark lunges at Jesus, but Jesus holds up

his hand and he freezes in midair, trapped. He

tosses the flag to AS and releases him from his

bind. AS sits back down and is much more guarded.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

Who are you?

JESUS

I’m the president of the United States. My name is

Jesus Christ.
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AMERICAN SHARK

You tryin to scare me?

JESUS

Not exactly. I need you to head an underwater American

counter terrorism unit

AMERICAN SHARK

You shittin me?

JESUS

No. I’m not shitting you. The current greatest threat

to America is from undersea combatants. All of my best

agents are dead. You’re America’s last hope.

AMERICAN SHARK

Fuck off.

JESUS

You fuck off, America’s Shark! In the whole sea,

there’s no fish with a stronger bond to America than

you have. Plus you know how to fight.

AMERICAN SHARK

My bond to America broke when they kicked me out. I

don’t owe you or your country shit.

JESUS

Then why do you carry that around?

He points at the flag. AS grabs it protectively.

AMERICAN SHARK

It was a gift from a friend. One of the Sea World

trainers...

JESUS

She saved your life, America’s Shark. When Sea World

sharks get too big, they’re killed. She released you

instead. Think about all the people, the Americans,

that you knew in your time as a trick shark. Do those

people deserve to die?

AMERICAN SHARK

Of course not!

JESUS

It was your home. You need to protect America and all

the people that still call her home.

AMERICAN SHARK

What would I have to do?
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JESUS

Fight terrorists.

AMERICAN SHARK

Are there a lot of terrorists in the ocean?

JESUS

Oh yeah. A shit ton. There’s the Sea Party, a kelproots

organization of sea slugs bent on destroying America.

Then there’s the Brotherhood of Eveel, a group of

electric eels from the North Pacific. The Iraynian, an

anti-American sting ray from the Persian Gulf, and then

manatees, of course.

AMERICAN SHARK

Manatees?

JESUS

Yeah. All manatees are terrorists. We have a whole task

force of motorboats in Florida solely dedicated to

taking out manatees whenever they stick their fat

seacow faces out of the water. If you ever see a

manatee fucking kill it immediately.

He turns to the audience

JESUS (cont’d)

Seriously.

AMERICAN SHARK

You’re right. America is my home.

JESUS

So you’ll do it?

AMERICAN SHARK

You’ve got yourself a counter terrorist.

American Shark sticks out his fin, Jesus takes it.

Jesus then picks up the American flag and ties it

to American Shark’s forefin.

JESUS

Welcome to the team, America’s Shark.

AMERICAN SHARK

No. America’s Shark is dead. Call me American Shark.

Dramatic pause

JESUS

That sounds like the same thing.
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AMERICAN SHARK

No. It’s like the adjective instead of the possessive.

It’s different.

JESUS

Whatever you say. Let me introduce your team.

Angel Fish, Osama fin Coden and Slutty Dolphin

enter to Lenny Kravitz’s American Woman and assume

poses. Slutty Dolphin is the only one into this.

JESUS (cont’d)

Osama Fin Cod-en, the interrogator and a real brassy

bitch. Angel Fish, the combat expert and a brassy bitch

to boot. Slutty Dolphin, the tech expert and, if you

ask me, one hell of a brassy bitch.

JESUS

Ladyfish, this is American Shark. He’s going to be the

new team leader-

ANGEL FISH

What? He’s leading? But I thought-

Angel Fish runs out.

JESUS

She’s pissed. Excuse me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Are you going to talk to her, Jesus?

JESUS

No. I’m going to hide in my office. Please don’t tell

her where I am.

Jesus exits after Angel Fish

AMERICAN SHARK

Did I do something wrong?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

She’s just afraid of change. It’s about time this team

had a real fish at its bow.

She offers her fin to American Shark as Slutty

Dolphin seductively comes up next to him and wraps

an arm around him.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

She should be fine. Angel Fish thought she was going be

the new team leader. Her family has always led this

team. You’re the first leader to not be an Angel Fish

in a really long time.
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

But they’re dead. All of them. They were weak and

couldn’t get the job done. You probably saved her life

by agreeing to lead. American Shark, it’s so nice to

meet you.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

It’s so, so, so nice to meet you!

She gets closer to his ear as she says each word

before squeezing his butt.

AMERICAN SHARK

So you’re the tech expert and called Slutty Dolphin?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Dolphins are the smartest creatures in the sea. I built

the underwater computer system, the supramarine and the

anti-seismogram.

AMERICAN SHARK

And why do they call you slutty?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Because that’s my name!

Slutty Dolphin sluttily moves up very close to

American Shark

SLUTTY DOLPHIN (cont’d)

Why are you here, handsome?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Yeah. How’d Jesus net you into this gig.

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m from America.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Oooh a land shark!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Then you know the importance of punishing terrorists.

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m here to protect America. I’ll do whatever it takes

to accomplish that.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Ha!
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Osama! Protecting America is what the team does!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

America doesn’t have anything to do with what I do.

AMERICAN SHARK

Sounds like a shitty attitude for a counter terrorist.

Angel Fish enters while Osama is giving her little

speech.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I punish evil. I get these bastards in the

interrogation cave and I make them wish they’d never

been anything but perfect. The evil in this sea makes

me sick and I’m here to do my part by making sure it

doesn’t go unpunished. I don’t know how fish even buy

into that American bilge.

AMERICAN SHARK

Every fish is looking for its porpoise. Maybe this is

mine.

ANGEL FISH

Are you done here?

AMERICAN SHARK

You swam off before we had a chance to be introduced.

I’m American Shark.

ANGEL FISH

I know who you are. We have a mission.

Slutty Dolphin stands on her tiptoes and very

loudly whispers into American Shark’s ear. Then

she kisses him on the cheek which perturbs Angel

Fish.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

My blowhole is for more than just breathing. Think

about it.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I’m interested to see what you can do.

American Shark crosses to her with his fin

extended but she turns away. Slutty Dolphin and

Osama exit.

AMERICAN SHARK

Osama and Slutty Dolphin told me about your situation.

I didn’t know.
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ANGEL FISH

I wouldn’t expect you to have known. Osama has wanted

to see me dead since she joined this team. If you’ve

already joined her school then I have nothing to say to

you.

AMERICAN SHARK

Think what you want. I’m not here to step on anyone’s

fins, though.

ANGEL FISH

My family has had their fins stepped on, their eyes

plucked out, their bones broken one by one, their

scales shaved off, their brains fried and their gills

fileted by the worst terrorists the sea has to offer

for as long as I can remember.

AMERICAN SHARK

And, I’m here to make sure that doesn’t happen to you.

ANGEL FISH

Ha. We’ll see hotshot.

Angel Fish exits quickly. American Shark stands

and considers what she said then he takes a deep

breath and runs off after her. Lights down.

11.) The hero’s first mission

Lights up on Mahmoud Ahmadine-cod and Mammour

Cod-dafi kneeling over and trying to light a bomb

fuse with a lighter

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

This is how you do it!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

No, no, no. That’s all wrong. Here, let me.

Mammour takes the lighter and starts doing it in

the exact same way.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

I don’t think it’s working.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Those kamikaze pilotfish said it would work.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Did they? I couldn’t really understand them.
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MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Yeah me neither.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

What good is a bomb that doesn’t blow up?

Slutty Dolphin, Osama fin Cod-en and Angel Fish

come on stage

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Good enough to lock you up for a long time.

Mahmoud and Mammour stand up quick. Mammour holds

the bomb in front of them while Mahmoud holds the

hammer behind their backs. They realize that they

have it backwards and switch positions.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

The possession of a class four explosive, is punishable

with up to ten years incarceration. So put the bomb

down.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Or you’re not going to like what we do to you.

Over the course of this argument, Mahmoud and

Mammour slowly start to creep away, Slutty Dolphin

sees them and tries in vain to alert the team.

ANGEL FISH

What? What’s with the diplomacy? ’Put the bomb down’?

Go in fins blazing and take it back!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

That never worked out well in the past. We’re trying a

new approach

ANGEL FISH

I’m the leader of this team! I say how we do things.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You’re the leader? You left the real leader at base. I

think he would agree with my BETTER strategy.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Uh you guys...

ANGEL FISH

Better? Asking the terrorists to cooperate? You have to

be kidding me.
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

How many times have we gone into a fight and got our

tails kicked all over the ocean floor?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

You guys!

Mahmoud and Mammour have exited the stage.

ANGEL FISH

This team is a disgrace to America and every fish

swimming in the sea. Americans don’t ask nicely, they

take what they want!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

And I assume all those Angel Fish before American Shark

wanted to get killed by terrorists?!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

The bad guys!

Mahmoud and Mammour come back on and carry Slutty

Dolphin off stage

ANGEL FISH

Who do you think you are?! You don’t even-

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I don’t even what? I watched them swim to their deaths

just the same as you. It’s time for a new approach-

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

YOU GUYS!

Slutty Dolphin is off stage. Angel Fish and Osama

turn to see no one there.

ANGEL FISH & OSAMA FIN CODEN

WHAT?!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Where in the sea did everyone go?

Angel Fish and Osama fin Cod-en look around and

then stare at American Shark, who is hunched over

in pain.

ANGEL FISH

Great! Look what your diplomacy did for us now!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You’d have just harpooned them and been done with it.

You don’t have any professionalism.
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AMERICAN SHARK

What the fuck, Angel Fish?

American Shark storms on.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

Where do you get off leaving me behind? I’m the leader

of this team and from now on, I’m the first one into

every battle. Got it?

Slutty Dolphin screams, but in pleasure or pain?

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

Now, I’m going to save Slutty Dolphin. If either one of

you move a fin, I’ll descale both of you on the spot.

American Shark storms after Slutty Dolphin.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

See what you did!

ANGEL FISH

Who does he think he is, spouting off like that?

There is a loud crash offstage. American Shark

drags the cod on stage with Osama and Angel Fish

staring speechless at Slutty Dolphin who is

adjusting her boobs or something.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

It was like a whirlpool

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

She makes a blow fish seem clumsy.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What?

AMERICAN SHARK

It’s the containment caves for you fishmongering fucks.

American Shark carries them offstage

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Isn’t he dreamy?

Slutty Dolphin swims after American Shark

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

That’s new. We actually caught some terrorists. I can’t

wait to interrogate them.

Osama swims after Slutty Dolphin
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ANGEL FISH

How the hell did he catch up so fast?

Angel Fish exits. Lights down. Lights up quickly.

Slutty Dolphin walks in to see Jesus, who has his

back turned to her.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus, you should have seen American Shark in action!

It was insanity!

JESUS

What the hell did you say? Where’s the manatee?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

No. Insanity. American Shark was-

Jesus slaps her. Then he kisses her.

JESUS

You bitch. Don’t ever scare me like that. I thought

there was a manatee here.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Ok, ok. I’m sorry.

JESUS

No, Slutty Dolphin, I’m sorry. It’s just manatees...

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I know what you’re saying. Talk about sea cows. Don’t

over do it, but it never hurts to have a little vanity.

Jesus slaps her again.

JESUS

What did you say?!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I just-

Jesus is caught in a horrible flashback.

JESUS

Manatees! They’re fucking everywhere! Fucking manatees

all fucking around me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus! Please! Please stop with all the profanity!

Jesus screams. American Shark and Angel Fish enter

and he’s running around going crazy.
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ANGEL FISH

Oh the inhumanity!

Jesus dissolves into sobs.

JESUS

No, no, no, no. No manatees.

AMERICAN SHARK

Jesus! There are no manatees. It’s ok. You’ll be ok.

Jesus composes himself and American Shark helps

him up.

JESUS

I’m sorry? How’d the mission go?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Great!

JESUS

What’d ya think, American Shark?

American Shark looks at Angel Fish who is

obviously refusing to return eye contact.

AMERICAN SHARK

Yeah it was fine. Those idiots weren’t any problem. The

team was a big help, right Angel Fish?

She screams like a banshee bitch at him.

ANGEL FISH

You’re not fucking better than me, American Shark!

JESUS

Wow. I’ve got a little carpentry project to take care

of, so I’m just gonna turn the other cheek and get

outta here. Great job today, American Shark.

Angel glares the shit out of him. Jesus almosts

says something but runs out instead. Slutty

Dolphin wants to leave too, but like tht episode

of Seinfeld when George can’t think of an excuse

to avoid eating dinner with Peterman, Slutty

Dolphin can’t get away. She awkwardly stands and

watches the entire argument. American Shark rounds

on Angel Fish

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m the leader. You had no right leaving me behind like

that.
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ANGEL FISH

You aren’t a real counter terrorist. You were a trick

shark! I’ve been training my whole life for this!

AMERICAN SHARK

But America is my home! My life has no porpoise other

than to protect her.

ANGEL FISH

What do you even know about America?! You lived in a

tank!

AMERICAN SHARK

What do you know about whale semen?

ANGEL FISH

What?

Slutty Dolphin perks up

AMERICAN SHARK

Whales ejaculate three hundred gallons of sperm a day.

ANGEL FISH

What?! Are you some kinda pervert-

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I knew that!

Angel Fish glares at Slutty Dolphin

AMERICAN SHARK

The greatest animals in the sea are constantly mixing

their seed with us as we go about our lives.

ANGEL FISH

What does that have to do with anything?

AMERICAN SHARK

It’s what I know about America.

ANGEL FISH

Whale semen?

AMERICAN SHARK

Just think, those clouds of sperm floating around our

heads need just a welcoming womb for something great

and wonderful to be born. Americans live their lives

with the potential for greatness floating all around

them too.
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’ve got a lot of potential for greatness in me, then.

Another glare from Angel Fish

AMERICAN SHARK

All Americans have to do is wake up in the morning and

breathe in a deep breath of whale ejaculate and they

can do anything they put their minds to.

ANGEL FISH

I never thought of it like that.

Now they are much more civil. They have a sort of

understanding.

AMERICAN SHARK

I didn’t come here to take your spot. Your boss wanted

me. Now that I’m here, I’m gonna do what needs to be

done.

ANGEL FISH

But you did! You did take my spot! I was supposed to

lead this team! I was supposed to die protecting

America!

AMERICAN SHARK

Bullshark. As long as I’m here. No fish is gonna die...

except terrorists.

American Shark storms off angrily. Angel Fish

stares after him. She drops her frosty exterior.

She is wearied and worried. Slutty Dolphin looks

at Angel Fish and the exiting American Shark and

swim after him.

ANGEL FISH

I wish I could believe you...

Lights down. Angel Fish goes off.

12.) The enemy escapes

Lights up on Osama, who is walking in front of The

Tunabomber, Mahmoud and Mammour who all seem to be

tied to chairs. She periodically picks up an empty

bucket and tosses it’s contents on them.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Ready to talk? I could airboard you terrorists all day!
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THE TUNABOMBER

Fuck you!

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Fuck you!

She tosses the bucket on The Tunabomber. He barely

responds. Then she tosses one on Mahmoud and

Mammour. They flip out and starting breathing

deeply

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

I can breathe!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Such fresh air!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Had enough, terrorists?

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

I’ve had more than enough! No more bombing for me.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Me neither. I’m all done with bombing.

THE TUNABOMBER

All I did was protest-

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Shut your fucking mouth, terrorist!

She throws another bucket of air on him. Again,

discomfort, but little reaction.

THE TUNABOMBER

I am The Tunabomber. You think I’m scared?! I fight for

a greater good. No amount of airboarding will make me

talk.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

We’ll see about that.

She continues tossing air on all three of them.

THE TUNABOMBER

Is that all?

Sam grabs his balls

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

It’s terrorists like you who need to be punished!
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She tosses another bucket on The Tunabomber. He

spits on her.

THE TUNABOMBER

Do you even know the evil that you serve?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

It’s my job to punish evil. That would be terrorists.

She puts tosses another bucket on him and Mahmoud

and Mammour for good measure

THE TUNABOMBER

Americans only endanger our kind. They are evil.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

No! They may be misguided, but they can’t be evil.

THE TUNABOMBER

You think not? American evil killed my parents. They

infest our waters with their filth and destroy undersea

life without a second thought.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

No! Surely they were punished!

THE TUNABOMBER

No one even considered the sin a crime.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

It’s true!

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Americans are real evil!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I- I can’t believe that. Americans can’t be evil!

THE TUNABOMBER

Who defines evil for you? That incompetent Angel Fish

you call your boss? That halo wearing douche bag,

Jesus? They’re sheep fish. They’ll be herded wherever

they’re told.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Just because they’re stupid, doesn’t mean they’re evil

THE TUNABOMBER

Look at what you’ve become. You’re a cod for cod’s sake

and here you are: airboarding your own kind!
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MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Hey, yeah! Cods gotta stick together! That’s why I hang

out with Mahmoud!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

And why I hang out with Mammour!

THE TUNABOMBER

American evil has made you a traitor to your own kind,

Osama fin Cod-en. It’s not too late, Osama. Use your

powers to punish the real evil terrorizing the sea.

Join me. Be a part of my team.

She considers it for a long time and then slowly

begins to nod

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I will. We can punish American evil...together.

She unties him from his chair. He stands up and

graps her fin. They look into each other’s eyes.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Hey! What about us?

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Yeah! We wanna belong to something too!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You two idiots would just get in our way.

THE TUNABOMBER

No. I think we may need a couple fish with a passion

for explosives. Untie them as well, Osama.

Osama nods quickly and runs to untie her fellow

cod

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Yes...boss!

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Thanks a lot, Tunabomber.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

The Tunabomber, we promise to blow up whatever you

want.

THE TUNABOMBER

There’s only one thing I want to blow up: The United

States of America! HAHAHAHA

The Tunabomber starts maniacally laughing and

Al-Coda joins him.
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THE TUNABOMBER (cont’d)

It’s time to make our escape, Al-Coda!

American Shark swims in.

AMERICAN SHARK

Not a chance, barnacle hugger.

THE TUNABOMBER

Shark! What are you doing here?

AMERICAN SHARK

It’s not shark. Call me American Shark.

THE TUNABOMBER

No! You jumped the shark!

AMERICAN SHARK

I am the shark, Tunabomber.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

American Shark! They’re escaping! They overpowered me,

those terrorists overpowered me!

Osama pulls Mammour and Mahmoud toward her and

tries to make it seem like they’re restraining

her. They are really scared and don’t do much to

help.

AMERICAN SHARK

It’s ok, Osama. They’ll only taste the fresh salt water

of freedom for a moment before they’re back in their

containment caves.

THE TUNABOMBER

American Shark! No, no! Please spare me!

AMERICAN SHARK

You’re evil, Tunabomber, and in America there are no

bailouts for the evil!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I wouldn’t bank on it!

ANGEL FISH

American Shark! Watch out!

Osama incapacitates American Shark and he falls to

his knees. Angel Fish runs to him. Osama runs to

The Tunabomber.
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

We have to get out of here!

She shakes The Tunabomber and helps him to his

feet. They stumble offstage.

THE TUNABOMBER

We will meet again, American Shark. You’ll live to

regret not putting the hook in me.

They exit. American Shark shakes off his pain and

stands up slowly.

AMERICAN SHARK

She betrayed us...

ANGEL FISH

That fucking bitch, I always knew she was evil.

AMERICAN SHARK

...and they got away.

ANGEL FISH

Don’t worry. We’ll catch them. Together.

She reaches out and grabs American Shark’s fin.

They look into each other’s eyes. Lights down.
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THE END

13.) The hero concludes his story

American Shark is sitting amongst Rainbow Fish,

Mike and Master Betta again, finishing his story.

AMERICAN SHARK

That was two years ago. I should have killed him when I

had the chance. Then Angel would still be alive.

Dramatic pause. The lights begin to flicker.

American Shark stands up and roars. Explosions. A

hum begins it grows in power and American Shark

slowly raises his flexed arms to match it. He is

channeling. The most powerful channel ever. Mike,

Rainbow Fish and Master Betta are in shock.

MASTER BETTA

Ronald Reagan!

MIKE

What’s going on?!

RAINBOW FISH

He’s channeling!

AMERICAN SHARK

The Tunabomber will pay. I’ll tear down every single

wall between us until I can wring his cowardly neck. By

the stars and stripes and my American name, I will

avenge Angel Fish.

The sounds stop and the lights return to normal,

however, American Shark is standing up straighter

and taller with an obvious power gleaming in his

eyes.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

This power... Thank you, Master Betta.

American Shark begins to walk off stage

MASTER BETTA

What will you do now, American Shark?

AMERICAN SHARK

I’m going to find The Tunabomber. An American always

repays his debts.

MASTER BETTA

We will go with you.
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MIKE

What?!

RAINBOW FISH

Yes!

AMERICAN SHARK

It’ll be dangerous.

MASTER BETTA

My pupils have trained for this and you can’t go alone.

RAINBOW FISH

What are you going to do to him American Shark?

MIKE

Are you really gonna kill him?

MASTER BETTA

American’s believe in fairness. He’ll need a trial.

AMERICAN SHARK

He’ll get what he deserves. I’m going to be The

Tunabomber’s judge, jury and executioner.

American Shark strides offstage.

MIKE

He’s really gonna do it.

RAINBOW FISH

If he tries to kill him though, his anger will take

over and he’ll lose his channel.

MIKE

What will we do, Master?

MASTER BETTA

We’ll swim under that bridge if we get to it.

Mike and Rainbow Fish nod. Mike reaches down

quickly to his stomach.

MIKE

Waves above.

Mike grabs at his belly

RAINBOW FISH

What?
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MIKE

I think my water just broke.

Lights down. They all exit.

14.) The enemy and the team prepare

This will be done as a split scene. It begins with

the lights up on The Tunabomber while Angel Fish

and Slutty Dolphin are on the other side of the

stage, the lights are down on them. The Tunabomber

is kneeling and softly singing to a crumpled

picture of his parents

THE TUNABOMBER

Tomorrow’s the day, mom and dad. I’m going to finally

get revenge. Millions of American children will be left

without their American parents. Please forgive me for

what I have to do-

Osama fin Cod-en enters suddenly

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Boss? Oh! I’m so sorry, I didn’t-

She turns her head away and covers her face The

Tunabomber straightens up, chokes back his tears

and acts like nothing happened.

THE TUNABOMBER

What’s the status of the bombs?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Strapped to the bass and set to go.

Mammour and Mahmoud enter and they stand at

attention. Mammour salutes with his left fin and

Mahmoud salutes with his right.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Sir!

THE TUNABOMBER

What?

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

We have big news.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Big, bad news.
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Pause in which Tuna and Osama wait for the news

and Mahmoud and Mammour wait to be told to tell

it.

THE TUNABOMBER

Ok. What is it?

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Oh. Right. American Shark is...

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

...gay

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

No! Still alive! Not that’d be a problem if he was gay!

THE TUNABOMBER

No! of course it wouldn’t be a problem if he was gay.

The Tunabomber surveys the audience and lets all

the gay people know that they’re part of what

makes America great.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

The plan-

THE TUNABOMBER

The plan will go off without a hitch.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I’m sure he’s on his way to the launch site now!

THE TUNABOMBER

We still have time. He’s coming for me.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

What are we gonna do?

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

American Shark is gonna be pissed.

THE TUNABOMBER

I’ll take care of American Shark

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

No! If he fights you, you could die.

THE TUNABOMBER

Some things are worth dying for.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

Uh, we aren’t so...
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MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

....keen on dying, actually.

THE TUNABOMBER

You two will go to the bombsite and make sure none of

American Shark’s team makes it to the bass.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

What if American Shark makes it to the bass

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

I’m scared of American Shark

THE TUNABOMBER

His battle is with me. Go, before I make a chum bucket

out of you two to use as bait.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Got it, boss!

They both start to run off stage but turn around

right before they get off.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

It’s been an honor to swim under you these past two

years, Tunabomber.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

C’mon! At least get his name right. He’s about to go

die. It’s been an honor to swim under you these past

two years, THE Tunabomber.

MAHMOUD AHMADINE-COD

The isn’t part of his name.

MAMMOUR COD-DAFI

Yes it is! It’s always like ’Oh no, The Tunabomber!’ or

’I am The Tunabomber!’

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

It’s The Tunabomber when you’re talking about him and

Tunabomber when you’re talking to him. Isn’t it?

THE TUNABOMBER

Is this important right now? I’m going to die! Just go

do your job.

MAHMOUD & MAMMOUR

Sorry boss!

They exit. Lights down on their side. Lights up on

the other side.
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Assuming the bass can reach a maximum speed of 23

nautical miles per hour, and that their simple minds

will be set on maintaining that until they hit the

American coast... It should take them about a day to

get there.

ANGEL FISH

Shit. Even if Jesus RAN on the water, that’s still not

enough time to order the evacuations necessary.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

But... Why can’t Jesus just perform a miracle?

ANGEL FISH

Like what? Jesus is a one trick sea pony! He came back

from the dead, one time, and everybody went crazy for

him. He rode that resurrection ticket all the way to

the White House.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

No! Angel Fish! You have to have faith in him! Then

you’ll know it’s all true!

ANGEL FISH

I had faith in somebody once, then I watched him die.

There’s no resurrection for American Shark.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Jesus did those miracles, Angel Fish! I know he did-

Jesus enters.

JESUS

No. She’s right, Slutty Dolphin.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What?! No! You did those miracles! You told me all

about them!

JESUS

I’m a phony. After I rose from the dead, I just

convinced my friends to write down all that stuff about

me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

But, Americans love you!

JESUS

Americans are the most pure and innocent people in the

world. They fucking need something to beleive in. I

thought I could be that for them.
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ANGEL FISH

American Shark. They could have believed in American

Shark.

JESUS

It should have been him. I should have revealed him to

the nation and let him take his place at my right hand

as the true champion for America.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

He can still be their champion!

ANGEL FISH

He’s gone, Slutty Dolphin. He might as well have never

fought for America.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

No! You’re wrong. American Shark made us all better. We

have to stop The Tunabomber and we have to do it in

American Shark’s name.

JESUS

He was a better savior than me. If only he had a

resurrection in him.

ANGEL FISH

He can.

JESUS

What?

ANGEL FISH

American Shark can have his resurrection in me.

They look at her and slowly begin to understand.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

American Shark can have his resurrection in me.

ANGEL FISH

We have to fight on with his spirit inside us. It’s the

only way we have a shot.

JESUS

I want American Shark’s resurr-boner in me too.

Lights down on American Shark’s team and up on

Osama fin Cod-en addressing The Tunabomber.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

You’re not going to die.
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THE TUNABOMBER

It’s been a long time coming.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

This is crazy! Even if we fail, we can always keep

hating America. Don’t cast your life away.

THE TUNABOMBER

It’s done. I’ve put all my roe into one basket.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

What?! You’re going to be a father! Why didn’t you tell

me?!

THE TUNABOMBER

I’m not going to be a father! It’s just a saying!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Tuna, if you go into this battle, you may lose your

life. What will I do without-

THE TUNABOMBER

Every wave has a silver lining, Osama

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

No they don’t! They have white, frothy linings! Why do

you keep lying to me?

THE TUNABOMBER

I mean, keep your head up, even if American Shark puts

me 20,000 leagues under, you can continue our mission.

Make sure the bass make it to America.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Is destroying America worth dying for?!

Dramatic pause

THE TUNABOMBER

What do you know about whale semen?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

What?

THE TUNABOMBER

Whales ejaculate three hundred gallons of sperm a day.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Sir! I don’t understand...

THE TUNABOMBER

The most disgusting animals in the sea are constantly

shooting off their loads and we’re the ones forced to

swallow that shit!
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OSAMA FIN COD-EN

What does that have to do with anything?

THE TUNABOMBER

It’s something Americans know nothing about.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Whale semen?

THE TUNABOMBER

Just think, there are clouds of sperm floating around

our heads all day. The ocean, OUR HOME, is just one

big, dirty sock to whales. Americans never have to

experience the degradation and embarrassment that we

feel everytime we swim through a warm, sticky cloud of

shame. Why should they get off so easily?

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I guess I never thought of it like that.

THE TUNABOMBER

Even when you think everything in your life is perfect,

you’re swallowing mouthfuls of wriggling, writhing

whale seed. Americans live with their heads above the

surface. They think they’re untouchable, but we’re

gonna send them a white crested wave. Then,they’ll

experience the same pain we do.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Tunabomber, I never knew... I understand now why you’re

willing to sacrifice your life to see the Americans

fall.

THE TUNABOMBER

Don’t count me out yet. I still have one trick up my

scales.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

I believe in you, boss.

THE TUNABOMBER

Let’s go.

Lights down. The Tunabomber and Osama exit. Lights

up on Slutty Dolphin, Angel Fish and Jesus.

ANGEL FISH

Jesus, you have to go back to the surface. Evacuate the

people and see if you can do anything to slow down the

bass.

Jesus nods
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ANGEL FISH (cont’d)

Slutty Dolphin, go to Devil’s Hole and do everything

you can to stop them.

Slutty Dolphin nods

ANGEL FISH (cont’d)

I’m going after The Tunabomber. I know it’s usually

frowned upon, but I’m going to kill him if I get the

chance.

JESUS

Your sins are already forgiven.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What about Osama? She’ll be there too, Angel Fish.

ANGEL FISH

I know. I plan on showing her what happens to those who

turn their backs on America.

JESUS

I’m returning to the surface. Don’t let love get in the

way of protecting America, Angel Fish. I let that

happen once and it got me crucified. Don’t make my

mistake.

ANGEL FISH

I know what I have to do.

JESUS

May American Shark watch over you

Jesus exits

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

The bass aren’t going to swim away quietly. If I never

see you again, Angel Fish, it’s been an honor serving

with you.

ANGEL FISH

We’ll see each other again, Slutty Dolphin.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

How can you be so certain?

ANGEL FISH

American Shark is watching over us. He won’t let

anything bad happen.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

You really believe in him, don’t you?
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ANGEL FISH

Americans know that they’re the best of all the people

in the world. With American Shark’s spirit in me... I

feel the same way. The Tunabomber isn’t going to stop

me.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I beleive in you, Angel Fish, and I beleive in American

Shark.

Without Jesus around, they pause then kiss. He’s

pissed that he missed it.

ANGEL FISH

Let’s go.

They exit. Lights down.

15.) The hero returns

American Shark, Master Betta, Mike and Rainbow

Fish look out over the launch site full of bass.

AMERICAN SHARK

God, no.

RAINBOW FISH

There must be thousands of bombs strapped to those

bass.

MIKE

[BRENDAN IMPROV AND RIFF ON AUDIENCE]

RAINBOW FISH

Yeah... There’s a lot of bass.

AMERICAN SHARK

I should have killed him when I had the chance.

Master BEtta takes a deep breath like he’s about

to impart a shit ton of knowledge

MASTER BETTA

Yup.

AMERICAN SHARK

If I get anywhere near the bass then they’ll blow up.

RAINBOW FISH

What if we got something big and just hit them all at

once.

Mike just mocks Rainbow Fish
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MIKE

What if we got something big and just hit them all at

once.

RAINBOW FISH

I’m just trying to be helpful! At least I didn’t waste

three hours of our time thinking I was going into

labor.

MIKE

Hey! There’s a lot of water around! Simple mistake. Uh,

but I’m sorry too.

Mike waves his fin around

RAINBOW FISH

What? Really? Uh, thanks. I’m sorry for yelling.

MIKE

And I’m sorry for saying you weren’t manly

RAINBOW FISH

And I’m sorry for insinuating that being a pregnant

father was easy

MIKE

And I’m sorry for going on that spirit quest as an

excuse to spend more time with you.

RAINBOW FISH

Wait. What?

MASTER BETTA

Enough! Don’t worry about the bass. The Tunabomber is

near. Take him out and the bass won’t be a problem.

MIKE

He’s near? Ohmygod how can you tell? Did you see him?

MASTER BETTA

I can sense him.

AMERICAN SHARK

Me too.

RAINBOW FISH

It’s faint, but I can kinda feel him too!

MIKE

What?! Why can’t I sense him.
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MASTER BETTA

You don’t pay good enough attention in class. This is a

lesson.

MIKE

I promise that if we get out of this alive, I will pay

attention to every single crazy fucking word you say.

I’ll even let Rainbow Fish be the goddamn godfather to

my children!

RAINBOW FISH

You will?

MIKE

Waves above, you can name them! I just want to live.

RAINBOW FISH

Wow. That means a lot. Thanks, Mike.

MIKE

Oh no. I think my water actually broke this time.

RAINBOW FISH

What?!

Over the dramatic encounter between American Shark

and the Tunabomber, Mike is on the ground with his

legs up in the air as Rainbow Fish frantically

tries to help him give birth.

THE TUNABOMBER

American Shark. You’re a big fish to fry.

AMERICAN SHARK

Fuck you!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

All the things you love are going to disappear and you

can’t do anything about it.

AMERICAN SHARK

Fuck you!

MASTER BETTA

American Shark! Your rage!

AMERICAN SHARK

Fuck you!

THE TUNABOMBER

You’ll have more than Angel Fish’s death on your fins

soon enough, Shark. I hope you put up a better fight

than she did.
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American Shark pulses with rage

MASTER BETTA

American Shark! Think of Angel Fish!

American Shark nods and moves toward The

Tunabomber and channels. It is awesome like the

first time.

AMERICAN SHARK

The man I channel, Ronald Reagan, said, if they can’t

see the light, give ’em the heat. Now it’s time for you

to fucking burn, cumslut.

THE TUNABOMBER

You’re channeling Ronald Reagan! Not him! I’ve been

waiting twenty-five years for this.

AMERICAN SHARK

Twenty-five years? I wasn’t even born.

THE TUNABOMBER

This battle is now about so much more than you,

American Shark. What do you know about that man you

channel?

AMERICAN SHARK

He was a hero and a patriot and a damn good American,

just like me.

THE TUNABOMBER

Oh but he was so much more as well. Add murderer to

your list!

AMERICAN SHARK

What? Never!

MASTER BETTA

Don’t listen to him, American Shark. Reagan was a good

man.

American Shark’s channel falters. He loses it.

THE TUNABOMBER

Do you know the damage that one six-pack ring can do?

Because Reagan didn’t!

AMERICAN SHARK

What do you mean?

THE TUNABOMBER

Twenty-five years ago, Ronald Reagan stood on the

presidential yacht and cast a six-pack ring into the

ocean. A six-pack ring that killed my parents!
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AMERICAN SHARK

No! Not with a six-pack ring! Master?! Is it true?

MASTER BETTA

He was only a human! He didn’t know!

THE TUNABOMBER

[SAM IMPROVISE]

Reagan always took shits off the side of his yacht. He

took the boat to the middle of the Atlantic and dumped

the bodies of dead prostitutes. He even bit the head

off of every fish he caught and fucked the decapitated

bodies, but nothing was worse than when he threw that

six-pack ring into the water. Reagan and all of America

are murderers!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Punish them, Tuna!

THE TUNABOMBER

This is your final swim, American Shark!

The Tunabomber moves toward American Shark as to

finish him.

ANGEL FISH

Fuck you, Tunabomber.

Angel Fish comes onto the stage

AMERICAN SHARK

Angel Fish!

ANGEL FISH

American Shark!

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

She’s alive too?!

American Shark runs to her. They embrace and begin

a crazy long make out sequence. It’s uncomfortably

long considering the circumstances.

MASTER BETTA

Nothing more American than kissing a sexy blonde!

While they’re still kissing, Osama moves to kiss

the Tunabomber

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Tuna! I love you!
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She tries to embrace him. The Tunabomber pushes

her away

THE TUNABOMBER

What?! No this is a battle! American Shark!

American Shark disengages from the kiss

ANGEL FISH

I knew you’d be resurrected, American Shark.

AMERICAN SHARK

I couldn’t die before I sent this fish to his watery

grave.

THE TUNABOMBER

Don’t make promises you can’t keep, American Shark. My

weapons of bass destruction are ready to detonate at

any moment.

Slutty Dolphin enters.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

The bass are gone, Tunabomber. I sent them somewhere

their bombs can detonate without anyone caring - a

Lance Bass concert

THE TUNABOMBER

What?! No! No fish could stop me...

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’m no fish. I’m a mammal, bitch!

Mike and Rainbow talk behind their hands in their

Mahmoud and Mammour voices.

RAINBOW FISH

I knew it! I knew they were mammals!

MIKE

Fuck you! Where’s her hair?! Where’s her hair?!

AMERICAN SHARK

Slutty Dolphin!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

American Shark! You’re alive!

ANGEL FISH

It’s over, Tunabomber!
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THE TUNABOMBER

What? No, no... It can’t be!

AMERICAN SHARK

No more bass, Tunabomber.

THE TUNABOMBER

Mom, dad, I’m sorry. I couldn’t- I couldn’t avenge you.

If I can’t kill those Americans, I’ll do you justice by

killing your murderer.

AMERICAN SHARK

Ahhhh!

Everyone freezes and looks at the middle of the

stage toward The Tunabomber and American Shark,

who square off. American Shark looks at Angel

Fish. He stands up straighter and stronger. He is

channeling. THIS IS THE MOST AWESOME CHANNEL EVER!

LIKE THE FIRST TIME GOKU WENT SUPER SAIYAN AGAINST

FRIEZA!

THE TUNABOMBER

I can feel him! This is his full strength!

ANGEL FISH

American Shark! What are you doing?!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

He’s channeling. American Shark is channeling the

American Spirit!

AMERICAN SHARK

A people free to choose, will always choose peace. I

guess the same can’t be said for terrorists.

THE TUNABOMBER

I will kill you, America. It is my right.

AMERICAN SHARK

Democracy is something worth dying for, but I’m not

dying today, Tunabomber.

Begin a crazy sequence in which American Shark and

The Tunabomber are doing their flailing fish

fight, Slutty Dolphin, Angel Fish and Osama are

all doing it and Mike is screaming in the

background as he gives birth with Rainbow Fish’s

help. At one point, Rainbow Fish runs off stage

and grabs the sponge from earlier and dabs Mike’s

forehead with it. He runs off again and returns as

Mahmoud. At this point, Mike has had birth and a

pile of baby seahorses lays between his legs. He
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notices Mahmoud and picks the babies up before he

gets up to challenge him. They begin fish fighting

with Mike alternating between using his babies as

weapons and realizing what he did and picking up

the seahorses hurriedly. As they fight, they’ll

trade between them the seahorses and terrorist

indicator to become their opposite and continue

the fight that way. Mike will end up with the

babies. Master Betta will run around the stage

hitting everyone but American Shark and The

Tunabomber with his staff. He will end up fighting

Mahmoud offstage. Master Betta will return as

Jesus. Mahmoud will return as Rainbow Fish like

he’s being chased by someone and then realizes

that he’s not and mans up again. Eventually, The

Tunabomber breaks the battle

THE TUNABOMBER

Americans have a big mouthful of whale semen coming

their way.

AMERICAN SHARK

Americans swallow mouthfuls of whale semen everyday.

It’s why they’re so great.

THE TUNABOMBER

Choke on it, American Shark!

He fish dives at American Shark, but he is

repelled.

AMERICAN SHARK

Hard work never killed anyone, Tuna, but I’d advise you

not to take that chance.

THE TUNABOMBER

We’ll see. I have a secret weapon of my own!

The Tunabomber pulls out his own six-pack ring.

Everyone cowers in fear from it.

THE TUNABOMBER (cont’d)

I’m sorry mom and dad...

AMERICAN SHARK

No! I can’t fight that, not a six-pack ring!

ANGEL FISH

American Shark! Yes you can, I believe in you!

American Shark looks over at Angel Fish and nods.
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AMERICAN SHARK

Don’t do this, Tunabomber. There are other options.

THE TUNABOMBER

This is my only option. Face facts: I’m killing

America!

The Tunabomber tries to cast out the six-pack

ring, but instead gets tangled in it. He keeps

getting more and more tangled until he’s a ball on

the floor.

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

Tuna, no!

She runs toward him to help, but she just gets

tangled in it as well. They are both in a ball on

the floor.

AMERICAN SHARK

Facts are stupid things, Tunabomber.

American Shark does something real hard. The

Tunabomber and Osama become disentangled and lying

on the ground with fin cuffs made of six-pack

rings.

MIKE

Is he dead?

JESUS

No. Just unconscious.

They’re all taken aback because Jesus is there.

RAINBOW FISH

I thought you were going to kill him, American Shark?

AMERICAN SHARK

I was, but then I realized: I’m better than Reagan.

Everyone is taken aback and slowly begins to

realize that it’s over. Osama looks up from the

ground at American Shark

OSAMA FIN COD-EN

American Shark! We got him! I can finally come back to

the team now-

ANGEL FISH

The only place you’re going is to the interrogation

cave. Let me show you what an Angel Fish is capable of.
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Angel Fish pulls up Osama and pushes her forward.

American Shark grabs The Tunabomber

AMERICAN SHARK

Come here, you bastard.

American Shark picks up The Tunabomber and pushes

him in front

THE TUNABOMBER

Fuckin’ Gipper. Where are you taking me?

AMERICAN SHARK

You’re going back to jail and you aren’t getting out

this time.

THE TUNABOMBER

Did I kill America?

AMERICAN SHARK

No, Tunabomber. America will never die. As long as

there are fish, like me, who believe in freedom,

America will never ever die.

American Shark stands holding The Tunabomber and

goes to follow Angel off as she pushes along

Osama.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

Angel Fish!

She turns around. He lets go of The Tunabomber

down and moves to Angel. She lets go of Osama.

American Shark grabs Angel’s delicate fin and

looks her in the eye. Osama and The Tunabomber are

in fin cuffs and have been accidently forced to do

the same.

AMERICAN SHARK (cont’d)

I love you.

He kisses her again. Osama sees this and tries to

kiss The Tunabomber

THE TUNABOMBER

What the fuck?

The Tunabomber kisses Osama as Angel Fish and

American Shark kiss. They all disengage at the

same time. American Shark grabs The Tunabomber and

Angel Fish grabs Osama and they push them off

stage.
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SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Hey, I thought what you did was pretty cool.

RAINBOW FISH

Oh! I didn’t really know what I was doing. Just

reaching inside and pulling out what I could

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

God, that makes me hot.

RAINBOW FISH

Really? My name is Rainbow Fish

He extends his fin. She shakes it, sluttily.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

I’m Slutty Dolphin

RAINBOW FISH

Why do they call you Slutty?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Because that’s my name!

Rainbow Fish awkward and starts thinking about

what they could do for a date.

RAINBOW FISH

Hey, do you wanna-

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Have no strings attached sex?

RAINBOW FISH

What? No!

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Oh sorry, I get all flustered around manly guys

RAINBOW FISH

You think I’m manly?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Yeah of course! I love your scales. You know the males

that get the most females are the ones with the

brightest colors?

RAINBOW FISH

Really?

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

Yeah. So what were you going to ask me?
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RAINBOW FISH

Oh yeah, I was just wondering if you wanted to go out

sometime. We could go get some kelp or swim in a circle

really fast or something.

SLUTTY DOLPHIN

What kind of porpoise would I be if I said no to that?!

Rainbow Fish’s face lights up

RAINBOW FISH

I found her! I found her! Master! I found her!

Rainbow Fish hugs Slutty Dolphin real big. He

realizes what he did, steps back and offers his

arm to her, but she knocks it away and pulls him

into a real slutty kiss. They stumble offstage,

lips still locked. Mike and Jesus are left alone.

Mike is looking down at his bundle of baby

seahorses.

MIKE

What? What do you want?

MASTER BETTA

They’re hungry.

MIKE

But what do I feed them? Master Betta! I can’t do this.

MASTER BETTA

You can do it. Have faith.

MIKE

I don’t know what to do! I don’t know what they need!

I’m not meant to be a father.

MASTER BETTA

You will be a great father. I will teach you.

MIKE

What do you know about being a father?

MASTER BETTA

I have put up with you since your brood sack was

stuffed full of eggs. I have a pretty good idea about

parenting. It’s just like my training. Do what feels

natural.

They tenderly kiss.
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MASTER BETTA (cont’d)

That was your first lesson

Mike spanks him. Master Betta takes some of the

baby seahorses from Mike and leads him offstage.

JESUS

Americans, today is a day to celebrate. Put aside

partisan bickering and raise your voices in jubilation

because today, you were saved. America is a nation that

has flourished as a beacon of righteousness from sea to

shining sea, but her greatest son inhabits none other

than those very seas we dismissed simply as glimmering

book ends to the best story ever written. Through his

deeds, you are able to live in peace, unafraid of the

threats of cowardly terrorists...

And to those cowardly terrorists, especially you

fucking manatees, plot your evil under the dark cover

of ocean swells, but know that he hunts you. He smells

your hatred for the American way like blood in the

water and will not stop until you are brought to

justice. Fear the patriotic force under the sea, fear

the guardian of freedom riding the waves, fear American

Shark.

FIN


